JOINT WORKSHOP FOR SANDAG WORKING GROUPS

Weigh in on Transportation Network Scenarios
SANDAG Working Groups are invited to join us for an interactive workshop to discuss the two transportation scenarios under consideration for San Diego Forward: The Regional Plan. Come learn about the current regional transportation system, the investment choices in two possible scenarios, and the performance of each scenario. Interactive exercises are planned. Your feedback is needed on the scenarios – we encourage you to attend!

About San Diego Forward
Over the past two years, the SANDAG and its partners have been working with communities and stakeholders from throughout the region to develop a vision that works for the economy, the environment, and our daily lives. The SANDAG Board will be asked to adopt San Diego Forward: The Regional Plan next summer. Previous workshops have focused on a wide range of topics to help provide the foundation for the plan. This workshop is focused specifically on mobility... Come provide your input on the transportation network scenarios. Your contributions are valuable!

Wednesday, August 6, 2014,
11:30 a.m. – 2:00 p.m.
Lunch is 11:30 a.m. to noon
Workshop begins promptly at noon

SANDAG Board Room
401 B Street
7th Floor
San Diego, 92101

To ensure an adequate food order, RSVP to:
Nikolas Kennedy
Email: nikolas.kennedy@sandag.org
Phone: (619) 699-1954

For more information on San Diego Forward, visit: www.sdforward.com
Facebook: SANDAGregion
Twitter: SANDAG
YouTube: SANDAGregion